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!
Notes to this transcription
!

This transcription has been made by Peter Tomalin from a photocopy of the original
survey book in the possession of Browne's Hospital, now in the Lincolnshire Archives
Office, Lincoln. The photocopy was made in the 1960s as part of the University of
Nottingham Stamford Survey Group's collection of facsimiles for the study of the history of Stamford. The photocopy has in places faded but is still legible.

!

The book consists of a survey of all the properties of the hospital in the town of Stamford in 1845. It starts with a detailed description of the Hospital itself, valuable because this is before the major alterations of the 1870s. This is followed by a survey of
each of the 25 properties in Stamford. Each of these surveys starts with a plan and
then has a detailed description of the property. The plans were taken from Knipe's
map of 1845 but the properties were surveyed independently of that.

!

The photocopies of the plans have been scanned into this document by Alan Rogers;
where possible and as far as the page size will allow, they have been slightly enlarged
so that the details are clearer.

!

Each property starts on a new page - the plan comes first, then the description. A few
plans have had additional comments added to them to update tenancies; and a few
comments have been added to the text in a slightly later hand. These additions have
been noted as they occur.

!

A table of all 25 properties was included at the end of the survey book. It is added
here as a separate table.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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page 1
Survey or Terrier of the Property belonging to the Warden, Confrater and Poor of
Browne’s Hospital Stamford, situate in the Town of Stamford in the Counties of Lincoln and Northampton.

!

Browne’s Hospital or Beadhouse was founded in the reign of Edward the Fourth by
William Browne, Merchant of Stamford who obtained Letters Patent in 1485 from
Richard the Third for the establishment of the foundation which were subsequently
confirmed to the Hospital by Henry the 7th and James the First.
It consists of a Warden, Confrater, ten poor men and two poor women all of
whom reside in the Beadhouse within the Town of Stamford.
The revenues are derived from Estates situated in the different Counties of
Lincoln, Northampton, Rutland and Leicester, the value /
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of which are considerable although they are not of the benefit to the recipients of the
Foundation they might be.

!

The subsequent pages contain an account of the property belonging to the
Hospital situated within the Town of Stamford with a report on the present state of the
respective premises and was compiled by the direction of the late Warden the Revd.
Henry De Foe Baker subsequently confirmed by the present Warden the Reverend
Charles Nevinson.
The small plans annexed to the description of each property or leasehold are of
one uniform scale of one chain or twenty two yards in an inch.
The large plans referred to by the Number appended to the description of each
lease was increased in size from Knipes Plan of Stamford by the direction of the
Revd. H. de Foe Baker and although it marks the situation of each street in such a
manner as to show the /
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connection of the properties referred to is not generally speaking correct in detail
where the Hospital property is not concerned. The coloured portions which distinguish the property of the Hospital have been carefully surveyed and laid down upon
the plan so that the purpose for which it was intended is as satisfactorily answered as
if an entirely new survey had been made.
That portion north of the River Welland is in the County of Lincoln, that south
of the River known as Saint Martin’s Stamford Baron is in Northamptonshire.

!

Each particular property or leasehold is separately described and a small plan
to shew the abuttals and boundaries of each is placed opposite the description of the
several properties.
The houses and buildings belonging to the Hospital with one or two exceptions are very old and in indifferent repair, for the /
page 4

!

most part built of stone and slated. Some of the leaseholders have permitted encroachments by their neighbours to take place so the small portions of their property
have been lost to the Hospital: in one or two instances these have been noticed, in
others all traces of the former boundaries have been lost.

!
!

!
page [5 ].
!
1

THE BEDEHOUSE

!

!

page 6
Parishes of All Saints and Saint Michael’s
Broad Street.

!

1. Brown’s Hospital or Beadhouse.

1 The

pages with plans have not been numbered in the original; hence the use of brackets for these
numbers.

!

The Hospital or Beadhouse situated in the Broad Street formerly called the
Beast Market is a stone building and consists of a handsome entrance porch, an open
court, the Wardens house, the Confraters dwelling, the chapel, auditorium, dormitories, living rooms, kitchens & offices, also small yards and gardens.
Entering by the porch before mentioned we pass through a passage leading
to the cloisters and an open court surrounded on all sides by the Hospital.
The buildings on the south side of this court which forms the frontage towards the street contains the chapel a lofty room the whole height of the building
lighted by two handsome windows (one of which is almost wholly composed of
stained glass) with handsome screen work and carved oak seats /
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and desks and other requisites used for divine service which is here daily performed.
Westward of the chapel are ten dormitories five on each side of the centre lobby used
by the poor men of the foundation, there are two other lobbys communicating with a
walk (extending the whole front of this building) which is flagged and being considerably elevated above the street commands an excellent view of both ends of it [i.e.
the street]. Over the dormitories and lobbys are the audit chamber a spacious room
lighted by a stained glass window towards the south and others towards the north, and
the Confraters sitting room. This building is entirely of stone and covered with lead.
The Wardens house is on the east side of the court also extending along a
portion of the north side and contains on the ground floor entrance passage, study,
dining room, drawing room, another entrance hall, a servants hall, kitchen, back
kitchen and water closet. Seven chambers above them, an attic and lumber room.
Also on the north side of the court, and further westwards on the ground
floor are the hospital kitchen and two small sitting rooms /
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for the nurses above which are the sick room and the nurses chambers, at the back of
this portion of the building is the old mens hall or sitting room over which are two
bedrooms belonging to the Confraters.
On the west side of the court is the cloister and the Confraters kitchens over
which are the Confraters study and two servants chambers.
The whole of these buildings are of stone and covered with slate.
The Wardens back premises consist of a brewhouse and washhouse,
coalplace and necessary, stable and saddlerooms with lofts over, loose stall, stable, a
garden and yard.
The Confraters back premises consist of a back kitchen built of brick and
slated, necessaries, a scullery, stable, knifehouse and coalplace, yard and garden.
The poors washhouse and coal cellar are in the Confraters yard.
These premises are situated partly in the parish of All Saints and partly in
that of St Michaels and contain in quantity 0a.1r.28p.
These premises are situated partly in the parish of All Saints and partly in that
of St Michael’s and contain in quantity 0a. 1r. 28p.

!

page 9
2. The Corn Market.

Southward of the Hospital fronting the street is the Corn Market which is
made use of by the merchants, farmers and others resorting to the town for the purchase and sale of their corn and which consists of a large paved court enclosed from
the street by an iron fence. There is on the north side of this court a covered way for
protection from the weather.
It was erected by subscription in the year 1839 and the ground upon which it
stands situated partly in All Saints parish and partly in Saint Michaels on the Hospital
frontage contained in quantity 0a. 0r. 9p.

!
!

!

page [10]. JEREMIAH CLAPTON Lessee

!

!
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3. Jeremiah Clapton, lessee.
Messuages or tenements held by lease for 21 years from 25th March 1842 at an
annual reserved rent of £4.10.0 situated in Crown Lane and are as follows [In the
margin ‘Renewed 25 March 1849. Fine 18. Rent 7.’]

!

House occupied by Ann Knight, widow, has a double frontage is entered from
Crown Lane and contains a passage parlour and kitchen on the ground floor and recently constructed cellar. There are two chambers above and two attics. This house
which is built of stone and slated is in good repair. There is at the east end towards
Broad Street a small piece of ground enclosed by iron rails and posts.

!

House adjoining the above occupied by Francis Lane contains a sitting room
and parlour now used as a shop on the ground floor also a small pantry two chambers
above and two attics. /
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this is an old House stone built and slated not in good repair.

House fronting into Crown Lane and adjoining the last occupied by John Hand
consisting of a sitting room and kitchen with a small pantry on the ground floor, two
chambers above and an attic stone built and slated in tenantable repair.
There are no back premises belonging or attached to the houses comprized in
this lease.
The quantity of land contained in this lease is 0a. 0r. 7p.

!
!

!

page [13]. THE MISSES BAKER Lessees

!

!
!
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4, Elizabeth, Sarah and Lettice Baker, lessees.
House in Red Lion Square held by lease for twenty one years from 25th March
1840 at an annual reserved Rent of £3.0.0.

!

This house which is occupied by the Misses Baker themselves, contains a
large entrance room on the ground floor a passage and staircase and parlour looking
into Crown Lane. There are two rooms above and two attics, there is also a cellar under the front or entrance rooms.
It is stone built and slated in good repair excepting the slates which are not so
good.
There are no back premises to this lease which is occupied by the Misses Baker themselves in conjunction with the adjoining house which is their own freehold.
The quantity of land contained in this lease is 0a. 0r. 2p.

!
!

!
page [15]. EXECUTRIX OF J BOYFIELD Lessee
!

!

!

Hand written notes: Richard Thompson (above Marquis of Exeter), Thomas Mills
(below), George Cayley (right hand side) can just be seen.

!
!
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5. Executrix of J. Boyfield. (Lessee).
House and premises in All Saints Place held on lease for twenty one years to
Mrs. Ann Richardson executrix of Mr J. Boyfield at an annual reserved rent of
£10.0.0. [In the margin ‘Renewed from March 25 1847. Reserved rent £13’].

!

This house which is occupied by Samuel Richardson is three stories high in
the front part and two stories only at back. The front part consists of a passage leading into the backyard an entrance hall a good parlour looking into All Saints Place and

a staircase on the ground floor. Above these are two chambers and two attics, this
part of the house which is built of stone and brick and slated is in tenantable repair.
The back part of the house consists of a kitchen and sitting room in one, beyond is a back kitchen and pantry with two bedrooms over, this part of the house,
stone built and slated is also in tolerable repair.
The outbuildings consist of a washhouse, wood partly tiled, a stable stone and
wood, slated, a /
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sawpit with a workshop over ; ascending a few steps, there is another workshop and
offices or counting house, stone built and slated, a large wood and slated building,
used for fuel lumber etc.
The back buildings are in very indifferent repair and the premises generally
are not in good order. There is a yard adjoining the house, a small yard beyond the
stable and a garden at the further end.
The quantity of land contained in this lease is 0a. 0r. 26p.

!
!

!
page [18]. MARQUIS OF EXETER Lessee
!

!

!
!
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6. The Marquis of Exeter. (Lessee).

!

House and premises in All Saints Place held by lease for twenty one years
from 10th October 1837 at an annual reserved rent of £8.0.0.

!

This Lease, which is occupied by John Roden Junr., is built of stone stuccoed
and coloured front with two projecting bow windows and consists of a passage leading from the front door to the back yard on each side of which is a good sitting room
both looking into All Saints Place at the end of the passage is a lobby in which are the
staircase and a pantry, beyond on the south side are the kitchen and scullery.
There are two bed rooms over the front rooms, one room over the lobby, over
the kitchen and scullery a bed room and lumber room and two attics.
In the yard is a smaller yard enclosed with woodwork in which are a shoe
place and necessary, beyond is a stable used as a garden /
[page 20]

and *toolhouse with summerhouse at back looking into the further garden stone built
and slated.
The backyard is partly paved with flags and part greensward; the garden is divided from the yard by a neat wooden fence and being elevated above the premises is
divided by a short flight of steps.
The buildings are old but everything upon the premises is in good repair &
kept in the neatest order.
The quantity of land contained in this lease is 0a. 0r. 30p.

!

*The whole of this building, having fallen into a dilapidated and dangerous
state, was pulled down in the year 1862, and the site thrown into the garden.

!
!

!
page [21]. ROBERT HUNT Lessee
!

!

!

page 22
7. Robert Hunt, lessee.
The Victoria Public House and adjoining premises held by lease for twenty
one years from 15th March 1842 at an annual reserved rent of £7.7.0.

!

Robert Ayscough (occupier).
The house which fronts towards All Saints Street contains a passage, to the left of
which near the entrance is the bar and barroom, on the right is a parlour looking into
the street and small larder taken out of the passage a pantry and staircase beyond, further on a small room looking into the yard, the taproom is at the end of the passage to
the left, beyond is the kitchen, further on but having no interior communication is a
kitchen and taproom opening into the yard used by and for the inferior kind of trav-

eller with a chamber over cellar under the passage and bar. Three chambers above the
front part and three attics above them /
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a room over the small sitting room, and two others over the taproom and kitchen.
Sundry back buildings leaning to Boyfields Malting consisting of a joiners
shop a coalplace and small stable and two necessaries behind the taproom ; these are
all in the first yard, in the second yard are two pigstyes leaning to Boyfields maltkiln.
There is a garden and summerhouse beyond.
All the buildings are stone and covered with slate except the coalplace which
is tiled.
The house and buildings are not in good repair and everything is in very bad
order.
The quantity of land contained in this lease is 0a. 0r. 22p.

!
!

!
page [24]. JAMES BOYFIELD Lessee
!

!

!
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8. James Boyfield, Lessee.
House outbuildings yard and garden held by lease for 21 years from 29th September 1841 to Ann Lumby of Stamford and transferred by license dated 30th October
1843 to James Boyfield at an annual reserved rent of £4.15.0.

!

John Boyfield (Occupier).
The house has a frontage towards All Saints Street and consists of shop and
sitting room with passage between in front, small room behind the shop, beyond
which is a good kitchen with small pantry leading out of it. There are bedrooms over

each of the rooms before mentioned four in number. The house is built of stone and
stuccoed in front and slated in very fair order.
The back buildings consist of a malting stone and slate composed of several
old buildings formed into one, the interior walls being taken out, a kiln also of stone
and slated is at the further end of the malting. /
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On the east side above the Roman Catholic chapel is a stable and slaughterhouse under one roof, then an old barn now used as a cowplace and for gigs, carts,
etc. A pigstye of stone and covered with tiles.
The buildings are old in tenantable though not good repair.
A yard long but very narrow except at the farthest end and beyond which there
is a garden.
The quantity of land contained in this lease is 0a. 0r. 31p.

!
page [27]. J C WHITE Lessee
!

!
page 28
9. John C. White. Lessee.
House fronting All Saints Street and cottages fronting Mallory Lane and Sheep
Market held by lease for twenty one years from 25th March 1833 aand transferred by
license dated 30th January 1835 to J. C. White now the lessee at an annual reserved
rent of £12.0.0.

!

James Atton, occupier.

House built of stone and slated fronting toward All Saints street having a shop
the whole length of the front, a sitting room and workshop at back on the ground
floor, a kitchen and cellar below, three chambers above and an attic divided into three.
A narrow yard and necessary at back.
Another dwelling house in Mallory Lane containing one room on the ground
floor, chamber above and an attic.

!
!
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William Snarey (Occupier)
House in Mallory Lane containing one room below chamber above and attic,
cellar underneath.

!
!

Richard Colls (Occupier)
House in Mallory Lane same as last, one room below, chamber and attic.

Thomas Tully (Occupier)
Tully has two houses in the lane each containing one room below, chamber
and attic, also a building used as a stable and pigstye.
A house fronting the Sheep Market containing one room below, chamber and
attic.

!

Isaac Walker (Occupier)
House fronting the Sheep Market containing one room below, chamber and attic.

!

These houses which are all built of stone /
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and slated are in very indifferent repair. Those in Mallory Lane and the Sheep Market
are lodging houses of a description by no means creditable to the lessee or occupiers.
The quantity of land contained in this lease is 0a. 0r. 12p.

!
!

!

!
page [31]. NATHANIEL BACON Lessee
!

!
!
!
!
!
!

!

page 32
10. Nathaniel Bacon. Lessee.
House yard to be held by lease for twenty one years from 25th March 1842 at
an annual reserved rent of £2.0.0.

!

Nathaniel Bacon (Occupier)
House built of brick to the front, back and ends stone and slated, containing passage
and small sitting room in front another sitting room or kitchen at back two bedrooms
over and two attics above. Small back kitchen across the yard leaning to premises in
lease to Thomas Saxton all in good repair.
The premises in the occupation of Terry and Peasgood held of the Hospital by
two other leases have the right of way through the backyard of these premises for the
conveyance of water, fuel and manure.
The quantity of land contained in this lease is 0a. 0r. 3p.

!
!

!
page [33]. WILLIAM PARKER Lessee
!

!

!
!
!
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11. William Parker. Lessee.
House outbuildings and yard held by lease for twenty one years from 25th
March 1842 at an annual reserved rent of £2.0.0. [In the margin ‘Renewed on 25th
March 1849. Reserved rent’]

!

Thomas Terry (Occupier)
The house fronting towards All Saints Street is built of stone except the front
which is brick and slated contains a shop in front and living room at back, two cham-

bers above and two attics, behind in the garden are a small cellar, place of wood and
covered with tiles beyond is a shoemakers shop, stone and slated leaning to the wall
of premises in lease to Thomas Laxton, all in tolerable repair, small garden and the
use of a privy in lease to Selby’s exors.
The lessee or his tenant has a right of road through the premises in lease to
Nathanl. Bacon (beforementioned) to Manorby Lane for the conveyance of water, fuel
and manure, /
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these premises being subject to the like right enjoyed by the next mentioned lessee
and his tenant as hereafter stated.
The quantity of land contained in this lease is 0a. 0r. 4p.

!
!

!
page [36]. NATHANIEL BACON Lessee
!
!

!

!
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12. Nathaniel Bacon. Lessee.
House yard etc in All Saints Street held by lease for 21 years from 25 March
1842 at an annual reserved rent of two pounds.

!

George Peasgood. (Occupier)
House built of brick in front the remainder stone and slated, passage and shop
in front living room at back two chambers above and two attics also a small washhouse a leanto at bottom of yard all in tenantable repair. The use of a privy to J. Selby’s exors.

The occupier of this lease has a right of way through the adjoining premises in
lease to William Parker and Nathaniel Bacon into Manorby Lane for the conveyance
of water fuel and manure.
The quantity contained in this lease is 0a. 0r. 3p.

!
!

page [38]. EXECUTORS OF J SELBY Lessees

!

!
!
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13. Executors of John Selby. (Lessees)

Two houses and premises in All Saints Street held on lease by Jeremiah Clapton, Joseph Wilson and John Sharman executors under the will of John Selby for
twenty one years from 25 March 1842 at an annual reserved rent of £3.10.0.

!

Charles White (occupier)
House fronting to All Saints Street built of stone except the front which is
brick and slated containing shop in front and one room at back on the ground floor,
two chambers and two attics, a washhouse at bottom of yard leaning to property in
lease to the Marquis of Exeter.

!

Widow Selby (occupier)
House fronting towards All Saints Street built of stone except the front which
is of brick and slated containing passage sittingroom and back room on the ground
floor, small washhouse in the /
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garden, small yard and garden. The premises are in good repair.

!

There was formerly a passage at the west end of this house for the use of the
occupiers of both houses, but it has been enclosed by the lessee and appropriated to
the use of the last mentioned house only.
The quantity of land contained in this lease is 0a. 0r. 7p.

!

!

!
page [41]. THOMAS LAXTON Lessee
!
!

!

!
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14. Thomas Laxton. Lessee.

Three houses in Mallory Lane containing lease for twenty one years form 25th March
1842 at an annual reserved rent of £4.0.0.

!
!
!
!

James Blake (occupier)
House containing one room below chamber and attic.
Widow Bellamy (occupier)
House containing one room below chamber and attic.
Boore (occupier)
House containing one room below chamber and attic.

There is a privy at the south end of these houses used in common by all the
tenants. /
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The before mentioned houses and buildings are all built of stone and slated in
tolerable repair.
The quantity of land contained in this lease is 0a. 0r. 5p.

!
!

!

!
page [44]. MARQUIS OF EXETER Lessee
!

!
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15. The Marquis of Exeter. Lessee.
Houses in the street leading from the Sheep Market to St Peter’s Hill held by
lease for 21 years from the 25th March 1842 at an annual reserved rent of £7.0.0.

!
!
!

Samson(occupier)
House containing one room below, a chamber above and an attic.
Robert Thurlby (occupier)
House containing one room below, a chamber and an attic.

William Walton (occupier)
House containing one room and a leanto at back used as a pantry on the
ground floor. Chamber above and an attic.

!

James Power (occupier)
House containing one room on the ground /
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floor. Chamber and attic.

!
!

William Sismore (occupier)
House containing one room below, chamber and attic above.

Daniel Busswell (occupier)
House containing an entry or passage a living room and a leanto behind used
as a pantry on the ground floor, two chambers and an attic above.

!
!
!
!
!

These houses are all built of stone and slated and in tenantable repair
The quantity of land contained in this lease is 0a. 0r. 7p.

!

page [47]. MARQUIS OF EXETER Lessee

!

!
!
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16. The Marquis of Exeter. Lessee.
House and yards held by lease for twenty one years from the 29th September
1843 at an annual reserved rent of £3.5.0.

!

Elizabeth Allen (occupier)
House fronting St Peter’s Street, stone built and slated, stuccoed in front; it
contains on the ground floor a passage in the centre, on the left of which is a sitting
room; the right is divided into a lobby and small room looking into the street in the
lobby is a small pantry and the staircase these are on the ground floor. There are also
two chambers above and two attics.
Small yard and garden at back in which there is a necessary & pigstye.

!

The above house is situated in St Peter’s Street and extending southwards, this
lease also comprizes two houses etc in Austin Street as follows /
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Sarah Woodcock (occupier)
House fronting Austin Street containing a living room and pantry on the
ground floor with a chamber over.

!

At the east end of this house is a passage leading into a yard in which is the
following.

!

Robert Whelband (occupier)

House stone built and slated containing one room and a pantry below and two
chambers above. There is also a cowhouse for four cows stone and slated & a pigstye
stone and slated.

!

These premises are old but in tolerable repair excepting those in the occupation of Whelband which are very indifferent.
The quantity of land contained in this lease is 0a. 0r. 11p.

!
!

!
page [50]. LUCY COLE Lessee
!

!

!
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17. Mrs. Lucy Cole. Lessee.
Cottages etc in St Peter’s Street and in Austin Street and 3a. 2r. 0p. of land in
Stamford Field held by lease for twenty one years from 25th March 1842 at an annual
reserved rent of £5.10.0. [In the margin ‘Renewed 25 March 1849. Fine 17.10. Rent
7.’]

!

Robert Manton (occupier)
House (communicating with the street by a passage used in common by the
first named three tenants) containing one room looking towards the street, descending
three steps on the left is a small pantry and washing place with cellar below, a chamber above extending over the front room and passage before mentioned and a small
one at back over the pantry etc.
A small portion of the garden below.

!

Thomas Letts (occupier)

!

House containing one room on the ground floor and chamber above.
A small portion of the garden below. /
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Haddon (occupier)
House containing one room below & chamber also a small portion of the garden.

!
!

Two houses in Austin Street as follows

George Cousins (occupier)
House containing one room below and one chamber above; there is a necessary and small yard and garden at back.

!

Ann Bain (occupier)
House containing one room only now used for the reception of soot, the occupier being a chimneysweep.

!

All the before mentioned houses are stone built and slated and though very old
are in tolerable repair

!
!
!

The quantity of land contained in this number is 0a. 0r. 9p.

!
page [53]. W AND M TOMLINSON Lessees
!
!

!

!
!
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18 & 19. The lessees are Willm Tomlinson, Needham Tomlinson & Mary Tomlinson.
Two houses buildings and yards etc held by lease for twenty one years from
25th March 1840 at an annual reserved rent of £11.0.0. [In the margin ‘Renewed 25th
March 1847 Rent 18£.’].

!

No. 18
William Tomlinson (occupier)
House in Broad Street front part except over gateway stone and stuccoed remainder stone brick in wooden compartments and slated contains shop with bow window and sitting room in front, small room and kitchen at back on ground floor: above
there are a chamber over sitting room, two others over the gateway a room over shop
and an attic.
A workshop at back one story high, wood and brick built and slated, small
yard enclosed by wooden paling.

!

Ruth Roberts (occupier)
The Horns public house in Broad Street, has two projecting bow windows and
a porch in front /
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built of brick and stone and slated contains entrance passage and two rooms in front, a
large kitchen bar room and dairy or pantry (and bar partitioned off from the kitchen)
on the ground floor, cellar below the dairy, two bedrooms over front rooms, two others over kitchen and small one beyond.
Small paved yard behind & brewhouse with room over and a small cellar a scullery,
brick built and covered with welsh slates, a six stall leanto stable battened and covered with slates, new, and necessary at top of yard, a four stall stable ranging with
kitchen etc and loose stable for cart horses above.
In the yard at back of Tomlinson’s which is in Mrs Robert’s occupation are a stable, a
range of beast sheds built front and sides of wood leaning to a wall at back and tiled;
also a range of sheep and cattle pens which are let for the convenience of dealers on
market and fair days
The houses are in tolerable repair, the /
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buildings except those which are otherwise described are built of stone and slated ,
very old but in fair tenantable repair, the slates have mostly been repaired and pointed
lately.

!

No. 19
Ruth Roberts (occupier)
At the back off the aforementioned premises in the North Street are several
buildings erected on the Hospital frontage, with two yards and open ground, the buildings are a small bullock hovel brick and tiled, four newly erected brick and slated
loose stall stables with granary over, a wood and tiled building used for the reception
of gigs, carts etc and a wooden bullock hovel covered with straw and stubble and two
or three pigstyes.

!
The quantity of land contained in number 18 is 0a. 1r. 3p. in number 19 is 0a. 0r. 14p.
!
!

!
page [57]. EXECUTORS OF HANNAH BONSER Lessees
!
!

!

!
!
!

page 58
20. Executors of Hannah Bonser
Houses outbuildings yards gardens etc fronting St Paul’s Street and Broad
Street held by lease for twenty one years from 29th September 1838 granted to Mrs.

Hannah Bonser (now deceased) at an annual rent of £8.0.0. [In the margin ‘Renewed
from 29th of September 1845. Rent £16.’]

!

Thomas Mason Johnson (occupier)
House in two parts fronting St. Pauls Street having two separate roofs, the
western one containing sitting room pantry and staircase on ground floor chamber
above and an attic, stone built and slated in tenantable repair; the other part consists of
a bakehouse in front oven etc and small office partitioned off a passage leading from
front to back & a kitchen or washhouse at back, there is also a living room with sitting
room over. Two bedrooms over the bakehouse and attic above; a small shop communicating with the bakehouse is taken out of the next house. /

!
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Thomas M Johnson (occupier)
Sundry small outbuildings at back; the house and buildings are stone mud and slated
in tenantable repair. Small yard and garden at back.

!

Benjamin Pearson (occupier)
The Whittington and Cat public house in Saint Pauls Street contains two
rooms below with brewhouse adjoining the street and three chambers above, stone
mud and slated also a large cellar or brewhouse stone and slated a large wood and
slated building and a hovel and necessary at back
All are in very indifferent repair.
There is also a small yard or garden.

!

Robert Islip (occupier)
House fronting the Broad Street built of stone mud and brick and slated containing two rooms below and a leanto washhouse at back on the ground floor and two
chambers above. /
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A good barn stone built and slated, two old buildings used as stables adjoining
Star Lane stone built and slated, two sheds built of brick and slated with granary over,
nearly new, another brick and slated building also new consisting of a gig house and
stable with loft over, a pigstye near the barn and a hovel at the bottom of the yard all
in tenantable repair.

!

William Clifton (occupier)
House fronting Broad Street ranging with Islips stone built and slated has one
room on the ground floor and a chamber divided by a partition ; also a small outbuilding and a very small yard at back with washhouse and pigstye adjoining.

!

John Lumby (occupier)
A slaughterhouse at the lower end of Islip’s yard built of brick and wood and
slated ; also a part of Islip’s barn. /

!
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All the before mentioned premises are in tolerable repair excepting those in
Parson’s occupation and Lumby’s slaughterhouse which are very indifferent.

!

The quantity of land contained in this lease is 0a. 1r. 13p. exclusive of the
small piece coloured green which was formerly in the possession of the Hospital but
has been encroached upon by the adjoining proprietor.

!
page[62]. WILLIAM
!

LAMBERT Lessee

!

!
On the plan, a handwritten note, ‘Sold 1865 by sanction of Charity Comn.’
!
!
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21. William Lambert. Lessee
House and yard fronting High Street held by lease for twenty one years from
th
29 September 1842 at an annual reserved rent of £8.0.0.

!

Thomas Brown (occupier)
House containing shop the whole length of the front, small room behind, staircase and passage and two sitting rooms on the ground floor, sitting room and three
bedrooms on first floor four bedrooms on second floor, two attics at top projecting at
front, built of stone and slated stuccoed in front, having two gables towards the west it
appears formerly to have been two tenements though now occupied only as one : this
house is in very bad repair.
Small paved yard and necessary at back.
The quantity of land contained in this lease is 0a. 0r. 5p.

!
!

!
page [64]. JEREMIAH CLAPTON. Lessee’.
!
!

!

!
!
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22. Jeremiah Clapton. (Lessee)
House yard etc in Water Street, 1a. 0r. 12p. of land in the St. Martins cow pasture and 1a. 2r. 7p. in Borough Fen held by lease for twenty one years from the 25th
March 1837 at an annual reserved rent of £2.16.0. [In the margin ‘Renewed from 25
March 1844.’]

!

Two houses fronting Water Street under one roof stone built and slated rather
old, but in very tolerable repair as follows

!

Mary Henshaw (occupier)

House containing sitting room and small back room on the ground floor,
chamber and attic.

!
!

Mary Willimott (occupier)
House containing sitting room with chamber above.

A row of houses extending from the last mentioned to the river all stone built
and slated fronting to a yard paved with flags held in common by all the tenants
communicating with the /
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street by a passage between the two first mentioned houses.

!
!
!
!
!
!

James Freeman (occupier)
House containing sitting room and pantry below, chamber and attic.
Elizabeth Goodwin (occupier)
House, sitting room and pantry below, chamber and attic.
Lattimer Allen (occupier)
House, sitting room and pantry below, chamber and attic.
Robert Garfitt (occupier)
House, sitting room & pantry, chamber and attic.
Thomas Siddall (occupier)
House, sitting room and pantry, chamber & attic. /
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!

Jane Dobson (occupier)
House containing sitting room & pantry chamber and attic.
William Marsh (occupier)
House, containing sitting room & pantry chamber and attic.

!

Edwin Freeman (occupier)
Warehouse opposite the two last mentioned cottages about 6 feet high built of
brick and covered with Welsh slates.

!
!
!
!

The quantity of land contained in this number is 0a. 0r. 12p.

!
page [68]. JOSEPH PHILIPS Lessee
!

!

!
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23. Joseph Phillips. Lessee.
Houses and yards etc between the High Street and Burghley Lane in Saint
Martins held by lease for twenty one years from 29th September 1834 at the annual
reserved rent of £9.0.0.

!

James Dixon (occupier)
The Daniel Lambert public house containing on the ground floor, entrance,
taproom, parlour small bar & barroom and kitchen, above there are three bedrooms
and two attics.
In the back yard there are a shop and stable built of stone slated, across the
second yard there is a hovel used as a stable or gighouse mud built and thatched.

!

John Harrison (occupier)

A house fronting the street ranging with Dixons containing shop and sitting
room in one another room beyond on the ground floor with two chambers above.
Small garden and yard at back /

!
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These two houses are under one roof having projecting bow windows in front,
are stone built and slated, both very old and in bad repair. There is a passage between
them which is used by all the tenants, the rooms over which form part of Harrison’s
occupation.

!

John Rudman (occupier)
House in the back yard, stone and slated one room below and one chamber,
small washhouse stone and slate, blacksmiths shop and shoeing shed wood and
thatched, not in good repair.

!

William Baxter (occupier)
House containing one room below and one chamber also a small brick and
slate building, a leanto used as a washhouse and lumber place, and a small garden.

!

Dinah Goodliffe (occupier)
House containing one room below and one /
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chamber also a shop brick and slate at back and a small garden.
The two houses occupied by William Baxter and Dinah Goodliffe are in the
Burghley lane and front towards the park, are both under one roof and have a front
door and passage common to both, they are stone built and slated and are in tolerably
good repair.

!
A large yard made use of by all the tenants.
!
The outbuildings are in very bad repair.
!
The quantity of land contained in this lease is 0a. 1r. 0p.
!
!

!
page [72]. Revd CHARLES COLE. Lessee.’
!

!

!
!
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24. The Revd Charles Cole. (Lessee.)
House yard and garden fronting the street of Saint Martins held by lease dated
th
16 November 1825 to the Revd Charles Cole and Harriet his wife for three lives
namely
John Gresley of Netherseal then aged 10 years
Thomas Taylor of Uppingham then aged 3 years
William Baker of Market Deeping then aged 14 years
at an annual reserved rent of £3.0.0.

!

Henry Allen and Ann Pywell (occupiers)
One house fronting the High Street of Saint Martins in two occupations, having a front door, passage and back yard used in common by both.
The part occupied by Ann Pywell contains two sitting rooms on the ground
floor, staircase and lobby two chambers above and an attic. Kitchen at back brick

built and covered with Welch slates one story high ; there is a cellar under the front
room. /

!
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The part occupied by Henry Allen contains two sitting rooms on the ground
floor lobby & staircase two chambers above and an attic. Kitchen at back one story
high, brick built and covered with welsh slates. There is no cellar, but a small outbuilding at back used for fuel, garden tools etc.
The house is built of stone and slated, the premises are in good order and condition except the boundary walls which are rather indifferent.
The garden is about equally divided between the two tenants, Allen occupying
the farthest end.

!
!

The quantity of land contained in this lease is 0a. 0r. 29p.

Mr Fox has erected the wall of a building at the south east end of the garden
on the site of the wall belonging to this property for which he should pay an annual
rent.

!
!

!

page [75]. MARTHA BELL Lessee

!

!

A later hand has changed 'Church Lane' to 'Church Street' and 'Back Street' to
'Church Lane' but this would seem to be a modern alteration.

!
!
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25. Mrs Martha Bell. (Lessee)
Five houses, yards etc held by lease for twenty one years from 25th March
1837 at an annual reserved rent of £1.12.0. [In the margin ‘Renewed from 25 of
March 1844’]

!

George Rate (occupier)
Part of house containing sitting room and pantry on ground floor, chamber and
attic divided into two.

!

Thomas Kemp (occupier)

Part of house containing sitting room and pantry, chamber and attic above divided by partitions.

!

These two occupations form one house situate in the Church Lane in St Martins are stone built and slated in tolerably good repair, there is a passage between used
by all the tenants.

!

The following houses and buildings are also stone built and slated are old and
in very /
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indifferent repair. The yard is used in common by all the tenants except a small portion occupied as a garden by Sarah Alderman alone.

!

Sarah King (occupier)
House containing sitting room and pantry below with cellar underneath, two
chambers over.

!
!

Mary Hurst (occupier)
House containing sitting room and pantry below and chamber over.

Sarah Alderman (occupier)
House containing sitting room and pantry below and chamber over, a washhouse and privy in the yard. Small yard railed off from the remainder.

!
!

The quantity of land contained in this lease is 0a. 0r. 7p.

